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Overview
• Introduction 

• Logic Meta Programming & Aspect-Oriented Programming

• Running example - going shopping

• History-based Aspects using LOgic:

• Aspect-Oriented Programming for Lisp

• meta model = the program execution

• hybrid language (temporal logic programming/CLOS)

• Implementing HALO

• HALO weaver Architecture

• Query Engine based on RETE

• Reducing Memory Overhead
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Mental Model

fact generator

query 
engine 

jp ctr

(defclass user () ((name))
(defmethod checkout ((u user)) ...)
(defmethod buy ((u user) (a article)) ...)

base

most-recent, all-past, since, cflow

temporal relations

(at
  ((gf-call checkout ?u)
   (most-recent (buy ?u ?a)))
  (log “user ̃s bought ̃s”?u ?a)) 

aspect

(defrule (buy ?u)
  (gf-call buy ?u ?a)) 

rules

TN: (gf-call checkout <user>)
TN-1: (gf-call buy <user> <cd>)

jp facts
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